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There exists a class of computer malware so horrible that most people have 
never even heard of it.  What is all this stuff? 
Keyloggers are designed to capture everything you type, the goal being to 
collect user names, passwords, and credit card numbers for transmission 
back to the lairs of evildoers. Most keyloggers are software, but hardware 
keyloggers, which attach between keyboard and PC, are also common. 
Spyware software will catch many keyloggers, but not all: Check your 
system using the free versions of KL. -Detector(htIp:/ 
Idewasoft.comlprivacylkldetector.hbn) and Anti-Keylogger 
 (www.anti-keyloggers.com.trial version only). 

Dialers have been around for ages... and they're still with us. The goal of 
these little monstrosities is to make your modem dial expensive 900 or 
international toll numbers, use ridiculously overpriced third-party long 
distance services, and generally wreak havoc on your phone bill. The 
damage gets done late at night, so you don't know until a four-figure bill 
arrives in the mail. Consumers have had some luck getting these charges 
reversed (especially from third-party billers who can't shut off your phone), 
but a good defense is typically found in standard anti-spyware suites. 
(Stand-alone antidialer software really isn't worth the trouble.) The best 
defense, of course, is to simply get rid of your dialup modem. 
Rootkits are the very worst ,of the bunch, comprising software that 
overwrites Windows system files with broken or malicious versions of the 
files, which turn your PC into a slave for the rooIkit owner. Because they 
masquerade as legitimate files in fact, deleting them outright would kill your 
PC-they are some of the most difficult malware apps to remove. Roolkits 
aren't fantasy:  They were recently in the news when a rootkit was 
discovered lurking on some Sony audio CDs, crashing the machines that 
attempted to play them. Because they are so nefarious and deeply 
embedded in your OS, anti-roolkit software can be hit-or-miss. Sysinternals' 
RootkitRevealer(www.sysinternals. Com/utilities/rootkilrevealer.html) is a 
savvy tool, and F-Secure Internet Security 2006 (www.f-secure.com/is/) also 
includes a solid rootkit killer. Alas, many cases of rootkit infection require 
wiping the drive and starting from scratch. 


